
Building

Insulating concrete forms for round floor
loose stone foundations

Proved moisture eliminating
Quick and easy to lay 



Advantages

Superior stress resistance
The modularity of Vespè helps the proper
distribution of the stress on all the surface in oder
to give a higher resistance to also when still dry.
Vespè is certified.

Planned for aseismatic construction

From the static point of view the 16 columns per
square meter distribute better the load on the floor, so 
it is particularly recommended for aseismatic
constructions.

Vertical use

Vespè can also be used for the insulation of
underground-outside-walls which suffer from
moisture.

Patented against moisture

Vespè is the only ventilated framework which
doesn’t allow moisture and radon to rise thanks
to its 16 columns which are completely separated 
from the ground.

Vespè is the only one patented against moisture raising.



Advantages

Safer
The only formwork with the upper surface to be
trodden - safe as asked by law disposals.

High versatility
It is adaptable to any kind of floor as its moduls
can be easily cut without compromising its superior
characteristics of resistance.

Time saving

During the laying phase Vespè offers greater safety
to the operators who can walk on the surface
without any problem and so save time.

Cost saving of concrete up to 25% vs. traditional
building systems.

The only one concrete form  with the upper surface of easy walkability. Then it meets the safety
regulations in the workplace lg. 626



Dimensions

Floor reinforcement concrete 
Gravel/Lean ventilation ground.
For footing forms of beams and 
curbs there are closing panels to 
stop the casting, saving time and 
concrete.

Dimensions
L (cm)

Dimensions
L (cm)

Use of concrete
(m3/m2 a raso)

Use of concrete
(m3/m2 a raso)

Height
H (cm)

Height
H (cm)
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Details

Easy to cut with a normal saw saving technical
characteristics

The particular shape of the formwork Vespè permits the 
easy passage of the tubes saving time during the laying 
phase of the concrete

packing
Tipology Dimensions

L x L x H (cm)
Pallet dimensions

(cm)
Pcs lorry
13,6 mt.

Pcs
pallet

Covered area
pallet (m2)
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The company is not liable for misuse of the product. For more detailed information please refer to the technical catalog.
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